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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
ANDREW EPPLER, JR., OF BOSTON, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALE TO EDWIN
ADAMS, OF NEWBURYPORT, MASSACHUSETTS.
B O OT AND SHOE SEWN G V AC - N E.
CEC
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forming part of Letters Patent No. 325,063, dated August 25, 1885.
Application filed Mar, h 2, 18s.5, (No mode.)

To a ZZ Zvi oil it may concer'7.
Be it known that I, ANDREW EPPLER, Jr.,
of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of
Massachusetts, have invented a Boot and Shoe
Sewing Machine, of which the following is a
Specification.

This invention has for its object to provide
an improved machine for stitching together

O
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the upper and channeled sole of a turned boot
Or shoe; and it consists in the several im.
provements hereinafter described and claimed.
Of the accompanying drawings, forming a
part of this specification, Figures 1 and 2
represent elevations of my improved machine,
taken from opposite sides. Fig. 3 represents

a front elevation, the hand-wheel shown at the
light-hand end of the shaft b, Fig. 2, being
removed, and said shaft being shown in sec
tion. o Fig. 4 represents a section on line aca,
Fig.
Fig. 5 represents a section on line y
2), Fig. 4. Figs. 6 and 7 represent enlarged
side elevations of the stitch-forming mechan
isin. Fig. S represents a perspective view of
the sticker or arresting device. Fig. 9 repre
sents a perspective view of the needle-looper,
Sticker, Channel-gage, and back gage. Fig. 10
represents a similar view without the channel
gage. Fig. 11 represents a section on line 22,
Fig. 6. Figs. 12 and 13 represent side views
of the needle and cast-off, showing their re
lative positions during different parts of the
operation.
The Same letters of reference indicate the
same parts in all the figures.
35 In the drawings, a represents the fixed sup
porting frame or standard, in which is jour
llaled the driving-shaft b. c. represents a head
connected to the frame at by a horizontal bolt or
pivot, d, so that it can oscillate independently.
The head c is oscillated by a cam, d, on the
driving-shaft, on the periphery of which cam
bears a roll, e, journaled on an arm attached
to the head, and a spring, f, Fig. 5, contained
in a Socket in the frame (t, and bearing against
45 a lug, f", attached to the head c, and thus press
ing the head in the direction required to hold
the roll e against the periphery of the cam d.
The Swinging head supports the curved nee
dleg, the looper h, the back gage, i, for the edge
of the Sole, and the channel-gage j, which en
tel's the channel in the Sole, said parts oscil
lating with the head,
Ada

The back gage, i, and channel-gagej are arms
or fingers attached, respectively, to a lever, k,
and a lever, l, both of which are pivoted on a
stud, m, affixed to the head c. The upper
ends of the levers k l are provided with rollers
0 p, which are pressed by a Spring, q, Con
necting said levers, against a cam - block, ),
attached to a slide, s, which is reciprocated
vertically between guides t t in the head c
by a cam, at, on the driving - shaft, and a
spring, c, Fig. 3, which presses the slide up
wardly and holds a roll, w, journaled on said
slide against the can at. The back gage, i,
is formed to support the edge of the Sole
to be stitched, and the portion of the upper
which rests on said edge and the channel-gage
j is formed to enter the usual channel formed
in the sole. When the cam-block descends,
the inclines 23 at its upper end, coming be
tween the rolls 0 p, permit the spring q to
draw the upper ends of the levers k l in Wardly,
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and thus cause the lower ends of said leverSto

separate, the back gage being thus withdrawn
from the edge Uf the sole and the channel
gage partially withdrawn from the channel,

75

so that it will not drag in the channel during
the backward movement of the head. The
upward movement of the block r causes the So
wider lower end to separate the upper ends of
the levers kl, and thus move the gages toward
each other. A screw, a?, Fig. 1, limits the
movement of the level k, whereby the back
gage, i, is thrown forward. By adjusting said 85
screw the back gage may be caused to stop at
any desired distance from the channel-gage,
thus accommodating the machine to the dis
tance between the channel and the edge of the
sole. In case the screw a' is adjusted out 90
wardly, so as to cause the rollers O p to bind
on the cam-block r and prevent its free up
ward movement, no strain is callsed, the calm
block being moved upwardly only by the
spring v, Fig. 3, so that it can stop at any 95
point in its upward movement.
The needleg is a segment of a circle having
its center in a pivot or rock-shaft, b', on which
the arm c, to which the needle is attached, os IOO
ciliates. Said arm is oscillated by means of a

cam-groove, d, in the rear side of the cam d
on the driving-shaft, a vertical slide, e, in the

head chaving a roll, f", entering said groove,
(see Fig. 4) a lever, g, pivoted at l' to ears i
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formed on the lower portion of the head cand
connected with the lower portion of the slide
e' by a link, j', and a link, k, connecting the
needle-arm c' with the leverg'. The vertical
reciprocating movements of the slide e oscil
late the lever g', which in turn oscillates the
needle-arm c', in the arc of which the needle
IO

is a segment.
l" represents the cast off, which fits closely
against one side of the needle and is attached
to an arm, n, which is in turn attached to
one end of the pivot or rock-shaft b', on which
the needle-arm c' oscillates. To the other end
of said rock-shaft is attached an arm, n., (see
Figs. 2 and 11) which is connected by a link,
o', with a lever, p, pivoted at of to the head
c, and provided with a curved slot, r", which
receives a stud, s', on the oscillating lever g'.
The slotted lever p receives a limited oscil

lating movement from the lever g', which is
imparted through the link o', rock-shaft b,
and arm in to the cast - off, which is thus
caused to accompany the needle during a.
part only of its movements, as hereinafter de
25 scribed.
The looper h is an arm having a thread
guiding orifice at its lower end and attached
eccentrically to a stud, t, fitted to rotate in a
sleeve, u', affixed to the head c. The stud t
is provided at its upper end with a pinion, v',
which meshes with a rack, v', reciprocating
35
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horizontally in a guide on the head c. Said
rack is reciprocated by means of a lever, a”,
secured at its upper end to a rock-shaft, b,
which is journaled in the head c, said lever
having a slot at its lower end receiving a pin
on the rack, an upwardly-projecting lever, c',
on said rock-shaft having a roll, e, at its up
per end, and a cam groove, d, in the outer.
side of the cam at on the driving-shaft, said
cam-groove receiving the roll e' and oscillat
ing the levers ca, thus causing the rack to
reciprocate and Oscillate the looper, causing
said looper to move over the needle when the
latter is thrown forward and thus present the
thread to the barb of the needle.
Iemploy a holding device whereby the lasted
upper and inner Sole are prevented from mov
ing with the swinging head and the mechan
ism Supported thereby when the head is mov
ing backwardly preparatory to its forward or
work-feeding movement. Said device is com

posed of a rock-shaft, f, (see Fig. 8,) jour
maled in ears of on the fixed frame a, and pro
vided with an arm, h", having in its outer
end a perforating p \int or “sticker, i, which,
when the arm is depressed, enters the upper
surface of the sole between its edge and the
channel, and thus holds the sole against back
ward movement. The rock-shaft f° is oscil
lated to alternately depress and raise the
sticker by the descent of the oscillating lever

of above described, which, when depressed,

strikes an arm, j', on the rock-shaft and turns
the latter SO as to raise the sticker, as shown

in Fig. 6, and a spring, k", bearing upwardly
against the army and turning the rock-shaft,

so as to depress the sticker when the leverg'

is raised, as shown in Fig. 7. A stop, l', lim
its the upward movement of the arm and the
downward movement of the sticker.
The operation is as follows: The boot or shoe,
placed upon the last wrongside out and lasted
in the usual maumer, is held by the hands of
the operator, who inserts the channel - gage 75
in the channel, as shown in Fig. 9. Before
the needle moves forward the back gage and
channel - gage are caused to approach each
other, the back gage being thus brought in
position to support the edge of the sole and
the portion of the upper covering said edge

while the channel-gage is pressed firmly into

the channel.

The needle now moves for

ward and penetrates the edge of the upper
and base of the channel-flap, as shown in Fig.
9. The looper then rotates sufficiently to
press the thread against the barbed side of the
needle, and at the same time the head c Swings
on its pivot in the direction indicated by the
arrow in Fig. 3, carrying the needle, back
gage, channel-gage, and looper with it, and
giving the lasted shoe its proper feed move
ment, the sticker being at this time raised, so
that it does not touch the sole. At the close of
the forward movement the needle moves back 95
wardly and draws a loop of thread through
the flap, the edge of the upper, and through
the loop previously formed, the cast-off co
operating with the needle in the usual manner
in holding the loop upon the barb of the nee IO
dle until the needle has completed its back
ward movement and separating the loop
from the needle during the next forward move
ment of the needle, so that the needle will not
catch the loop last formed in drawing the next IO5
loop through it. When the needle in moving
forward enters the work, as shown in Fig. 13,
the loop is disengaged from the barb of the
needle by the entrance of the latter into the
work, the cast-off being at this time back of I IO
the barb, as shown in Fig. 13. After this the
cast-off moves toward the point of the needle
and into the disengaged loop, as shown in Fig.
12, and covers the barb of the needle when
the latter is next withdrawn, as shown in Fig. I I5
7, thereby retaining the new loop in engage
ment. with the barb, said loop being thus
drawn through the preceding loop. After the
needle has formed the loop the gages ij sepa
rate to release their hold on the sole. The
sticker is depressed by the spring land holds
the sole, the lever g’ being raised by the oper
ation of withdrawing the needle. The reced
ing portion of the cam d then allows the
spring f to swing the head backwardly or in I 25
the opposite direction to that indicated by the
arrow, thus bringing the needle in position to
enter the upper and Sole at the required dis
tance from the loop last formed. The gages
if next approach each other and grasp the in
terposed portions of the sole and upper, and
the needle again moves forward. While the
needle is penetrating the upper and channel
flap the sticker remains in engagement with
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the Sole at a point at the opposite side of the
needle from the channel gage, the needle
moving forward between said gage and sticker.
The work is thus supported at both sides of
5 the needle by the sticker and channel-gage, so
that the operator is not required to exert as
much effort in resisting the pressure of the
needle against the work as would be the case
if the work was supported only at one side of
O the needle.
It will be observed that the the needle, back
gage, and channel-gage all moving in unison
with the head co-operate in feeding the work,
the two gages firmly grasping the stock inter
posed between them during the feeding op
eration, and, in connection with the needle,
preventing the boot or shoe from swinging out
of place while it is being fed. In fact, the
boot or shoe is positively controlled by the
machine during all parts of the operation, the
sticker preventing the displacement of the
boot or shoe while the needle and gages are
Separated from it.
I do not limit myself to a pivoted or swing
25 ing head supporting the needle, gages, and
looper. Said head may be fitted to slide in or
on suitable guides instead of Oscillating; and
I desire to be understood as meaning by the
term “swinging head to include any kind
of reciprocating movement whereby the work
may be fed intermittently.
The machine may be used for sewing welted
shoes, a Suitable welt-guide being provided.
A Segmental needle which is reciprocated
in a curved path and is moved laterally to
feed the work being old, and the combination
of such needle with a channel-gage and a back
gage being also old, I do not claim the nee
(le and its accompanying stitch-forming de
vices and the gages, excepting in connection
With a reciprocating or swinging head, as de
Scribed. The Construction of the machine is
materially cheapened aihd simplified by the
swinging head, the number of parts required
being considerably less than in machines of

55
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head, Operating mechanism, Substantially as
described, for the stitch-forming mechanism,
operating mechanism, substantially as de
scribed, whereby said gages are caused to
grasp the Work during the feeding movement
of the head and to release the work during
the back Ward movement of the head, and a
pointed arresting device or sticker, and mech
anism, Substantially as described, to operate
it, whereby the sole is held during the back
Ward movement of the head, as set forth.
3. In a Sole-Sewing machine, the combina
tion of a Swinging head, mechanism to oper SO
ate it, stitch-forming mechanism, substantially
as described, including a curved needle sup
ported by and moving with the head, mech
anism, Substantially as described, to move said
head forward while the needle is projected
and backward while the needle is withdrawn,
and a pointed Stickel Or arresting device and
mechanism to operate it, whereby the sticker
is removed from the sole during the forward
movement of the head and engaged with the
sole during the backward movement of the
head, as set forth.
4. The combination of the swinging head,
its operating mechanism, the stitch-forming
mechanism supported by the head, the chan 95
nel and back gages also supported by the
head, Operating mechanism, Substantially as
described, for Said gages, the rock-shaft jour
naled in the fixed frame of the machine, the
Sticker-carrying arm attached to the rock
shaft, and the devices whereby said rock-shaft
is oscillated to raise the sticker while the head
is moving fol'Ward and to lower the sticker
while the head is moving backward, as set
forth.
IC 5
5. The combination of the swinging head,
mechanism to operate it, the stitch - forming
mechanism supported by and moving with
the head, the levers k (, pivoted to said head
and having the gages i ij at their lower

ends, and means, substantially as described,

whereby said levers are oscillated and their

this class as heretofore constructed.
I claim

gages caused to alternately grasp and release

1. In a Sole-Sewing machine, the combina
tion of a SWinging head, mechanism, Substan
tially as described, to operate it, stitch-form
ing mechanism, Substantially as described, in
cluding a curved needle, a back gage and a
channel-gage, all supported by and moving
with said head, and operating devices, sub
stantially as described, for the stitch-forming
mechanism, and operating devices, substan
tially as described, whereby said gages are
caused to grasp the work when the needle is
projected and during the feeding movement
of the head, and to release the work during

6. The combination of the swinging head,
mechanism to operate it, the stitch-forming
mechanism supported by and moving with
the head, the gages ii, the levers kl, support
ing Said gages and pivoted to the head, and
the reciprocating Wedge-block between the up
per ends of Said level's, and the spring which
presses said ends against the wedge - block,
whereby the levers are caused to approach and
recede from each other, as set forth.
7. The combination of the supporting-frame,
the driving - shaft having the cans du jour
naled in Said fraine, the Swinging head pivoted
to the frame, the curved needle, the looper,
the cast-off, and the channel and back gages,
all supported by and moving with the head,
and devices, substantially as described, where
by motion is communicated to said needle,
looper,
cast-off, and gages from the cams du, as
Set fortin.

the backward movement of the head, as set

forth.

2. In a sole - sewing machine, the combi
nation of a Swinging head, mechanism to Op
erate it, stitch-forming mechanism, substan
tially as described, a back gage and a channel

gage, all supported by and moving with the

the work, as set forth.

I J.5

I 25
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S. The Combination of the supporting-frame, on the driving-shaft having a cam-groove, d",
the driving - shaft having the cams d at, the and intermediate devices, substantially as de- 15
head c, pivoted to the frame and having a scribed, whereby motionis communicated from
roll, e, and a spring, f, which presses said the cam at to said gages and looper, as set

5

roll against the can d, the slide e' in the head,
engaged with a cam-groove in the cam d, the
curved needle, and the cast-off supported by
and moving with the head, the devices whereby the movements of the slide e are caused

IO to oscillate said needle and cast-off, the channel-gage, the back gage, and their pivoted operating - levers supported by the head, the
looper also supported by the head, the cam at

forth.
In testimony whereof Ihave signed my name

to this specification, in the presence of two sub- 2d
scribing witnesses, this 27th day of February,

18S5.
ANDREW EPPLER, JR.
Witnesses:
C. F. BROWN,

H. BROWN.

